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MasterGraphics to Focus CAD Solutions on Architecture, Engineering and Construction
Industry
Manufacturing Division Acquired by D3 Technologies
Madison, Wis., May 8, 2017 – The manufacturing division of MasterGraphics Inc., a leading
provider of technology solutions, was acquired by D3 Technologies, based in Springfield,
Missouri, in a strategic move to allow MasterGraphics CAD Solutions Group to dedicate itself to
the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industry.
“Currently, our CAD Group has two separate divisions, one dedicated to the building industry
and the other to manufacturing,” said MasterGraphics president and CEO Michael Wilkes. “This
strategic decision was made so we can focus our Autodesk CAD Solutions Group exclusively
on architecture, engineering and construction allowing us to even better serve our clients in the
building industry.”

As part of the transition, MasterGraphics will invest in a wider and deeper range of services that
will enable the company to approach broader AEC and civil segments.
“We are committed to remaining the trusted leader in providing Autodesk CAD solutions to the
building design, civil and construction space throughout the Midwest and beyond,” Wilkes said.
“I am confident that our manufacturing CAD clients will be in great and capable hands with D3.”

The other two divisions within MasterGraphics, its Imaging Solutions Group and StudioMGI,
remain unchanged. They continue to serve both the AEC and manufacturing sectors.

“Our Imaging Solutions division will continue providing wide-format printers, 3D printing and
3D scanning solutions, while our expanding StudioMGI team will continue to offer visualization
services that include technical animations, 3D scanning, instructional design services, and virtual
reality solutions,” Wilkes explained.

About MasterGraphics
MasterGraphics is one of the Midwest’s leading providers of technology solutions for architecture,
engineering, construction, manufacturing and civil industries and is headquartered in Madison,
Wisconsin, with offices in Milwaukee, Appleton, Chicago and Minneapolis. Serving as a trusted
advisor to its clients, MasterGraphics helps to streamline design data throughout its customers’
entire process. For more information, visit www.mastergraphics.com.

About StudioMGI
StudioMGI is a team of technologists, designers, architects and engineers dedicated to harnessing
the power of cutting edge 3D visualization, printing, and scanning and technologies. It combines
industry-leading technical and creative expertise with a deep understanding of architecture,
engineering, construction and manufacturing.
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